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Google-ing “김국진”
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Google-ing “김국진 리눅스 커널”
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Who is speaking to you?

 belong to S/W Solution development team, Samsung Electronics

 12 years experience using/deploying and developing for Linux

 a Linux kernel maintainer of Samsung (EXYNOS) SoC architecture

 strong focus on embedded hardware platform

 active developer and contributor to Linux kernel

 one of the most Linux kernel committer for the past year (since 2.6.35)

 …
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Introduction



Who is reviewing the work

 since 2.6.35,

 at the beginning of this year,

 the developers who added the 
most non-author signoff lines are:

 BTW, ‘Kukjun Kim’ is a typo,
should be ‘Kukjin Kim’ :-)
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One of the most Linux kernel committer? 



 Software that is…
 available in source code
 is licensed in a way to allow unlimited distribution
 allows modifications, and distribution of modifications
 is not freeware, but copyrighted work
 subject to license conditions, like any proprietary software

What is Open Source?
 Practically speaking, not much difference
 There are different meanings though… 

 Its best example is the Linux kernel which is one of the largest and most 
successful open source projects that has ever come about.
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What is Free Software?



What is Linux kernel, mainline?
 Linux mainline means the Linux kernel

 the Linux kernel as released by Linus Torvalds
 developed by a large community of developers
 hosted on kernel.org
 communication by mailing-list discussions
 revision control by strict and clean use of git

 Platform…
 such as Android, Chrome OS and so on are developed based on Linux kernel
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How Linux is built?
How Linux is built?

 Following short video takes you inside the process by which the largest 
collaborative development project in the history of computing is organized.
Based on the annual report "Who Writes Linux," this is a powerful and inspiring 
story of how Linux has become a community-driven phenomenon.
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Linux Kernel Development
 The kernel which forms the core of the Linux system is the result of one of 

the largest cooperative software projects ever attempted.
 Regular 2-3 months releases deliver stable updates to Linux users,

 each with significant new features,
 added device support,
 and improved performance.

 The rate of change in the kernel is high and increasing
 with between 8,000 and 12,000 patches going into each recent kernel release.

 These releases each contain the work of over 1,000 developers representing 
nearly 200 corporations.

 Since 2005,
 over 8,000 individual developers from 800 different companies have contributed 

to the kernel.

 Thus, the Linux kernel has become a common resource developed on a 
massive scale by companies which are fierce competitors in other areas. 
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What is the benefit of mainline?
 In the view of Chip vendor / Product maker,

High Quality and Reliable Software
 We can get the review from regarding maintainers and experts before merging

into the mainline and it helps to make better software.
 Actually most customers believe our codes in mainline are high quality and reliable

software and so they want to use it in their product.

 Reduce the Development Time for new Kernel
 We can get the help with porting and integration with new kernel changes. In

other words, our efforts and time can be reduced for new kernel.
 In addition, kernel codes which support our product in mainline can be re-used

easily on many platforms such as Android, Chrome OS.

 Support more Customers
 The more developers can know our product and they will recommend / use it in

their companies.
 The small / middle size customers do not qualify for our direct support. But they

can use our product with mainline.
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Software Developer
 Tigers…

 leave only their skins when they die,
 but through his codes a man’s name lives on

 It is possible that
 it is because of open source

 Thus, in my opinion, Software developer for Open source
 can have more chances to do what you want
 can choose a career path yourself
 can be known to be the expert with your codes
 can …

Don’t be shy,
 Here is San Francisco?
 At this moment, “Software” is very important.

 It means, if you are a software developer, now it’s your turn.
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Thanks
 Please share your questions and doubts now!

 Thanks :-)

 Reference site and doc:
 www.linuxfoundation.org
 www.kernel.org
 Linux Kernel Development 2012 document from The Linux Foundation

E-mail: Kukjin Kim <kgene@kernel.org>
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